Course Outline
Creativity Lab

1 Day

Unleash the power of creative thinking in YOUR team. Solve that problem. Build that strategy. Talk things
through and generate new ideas. This dynamic workshop is all about getting unstuck and becoming solution
focused. The agenda is created around your team’s current challenges and problems - so you can find brilliant
new ways of thinking and behaving.

What you’ll do in this workshop
This is a facilitated session, where the agenda evolves as we work together. We’ll help you identify the key
issues you need to address, shift your perspective on old problems, generate new ideas and then create a
practical action plan. During the workshop, you’ll:





Uncover outdated thinking patterns which are holding your team back
Take a fresh approach to defining your vision or solving old problems
Use team dialogue techniques to tap into your group’s creativity
Try out a range of creative thinking tools – so

Topics you’ll cover
Every team is different, so your agenda will be designed to tackle YOUR real life issues. Expect to cover
questions such as:





What’s the problem or challenge you face?
How are your thoughts and behaviours contributing to that problem?
What shifts do you need to make?
How can you make them

What past participants have said out our workshops…
‘Excellent, very informative,
very useful. New ways of
thinking, highly motivating’
Rajesh Sachdeva. DSTA,
2011

‘Good hands on training
with excellent interaction
and learning opportunities’
Lutan.Thales Australia 2015

‘Perceptive facilitation,
great insights. Eleanor
understood the core issues
affecting the team and
responded to those.’

‘The course was very useful
– loads of practical
solutions.’

Sharee. NPS 2012

Vanessa Di Francesco.
Moriah College 2016
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